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1. 2012 Gwangju Asia Forum
The 2012 Gwangju Asia Forum, held in 5·18 Memorial Culture Center,
Gwangju between 16 to 18 May was successfully completed. There were altogether
more than 300 participants (including domestic participants) attending the event
from 26 different nationalities and backgrounds. During the Forum there were five
workshops conducted on different topics; 1-2) Two SDMA workshops: (Monitoring
and Assessing Democracies
in Asia & Judicial Watch:
Review of Verdict by Asian
Civil Society), 3) East-Asia
Democracy, Peace and
Human Rights Network &
Co-MOU Ceremony, 4)
Human Rights Violations Trauma and Rehabilitation
Workshop, 5) Co-Forum for Solidarity for National Historical
Justice.
The program was meaningful to brainstorm the ideas
coming from participants who were representing the various
nations, societies, cultures and backgrounds on recent genuine
issues and gave participants opportunities to pledge to East-Asia Democracy, Peace and Human Rights Network &
mutually cooperate to support each other's work while sharing Co-MOU Ceremony. From left, Memorial Foundation of 228,
Korea Democracy Foundation, No Gun Ri International Peace
their own experiences.
Foundation, Jeju April 3 Peace Foundation, the May 18
Memorial Foundation, Hiroshma Peace Memorial Museum,
Busan Democratic Movement Memorial Association

Monitoring and Assessing Democracies in Asia

Human Rights Violations Trauma and Rehabilitation Workshop

2. 2012 Gwangju Prize for Human Rights
The 2012 Gwangju Prize for Human Rights Award Ceremony was held in 5·18 Memorial Culture Center, on 18
May. This year’s prize winner was a Korean Catholic Priest, Fr. Mun Jeong Hyeon who was awarded the prize for his
lifetime effort fighting against human rights violations by state powers. Fr Mun is widely known as a “street father”
who is always working for oppressed people. He currently lives on Jeju for a protest against construction of the
Gangjeong village naval base.

3. May 18 PeaceJam Ambassadors
May 18 PeaceJam Ambassadors is a peace education and youth leadership training program. It is a partnership

between the May 18 Memorial Foundation and PeaceJam Foundation (USA), the youth organization of 12 Nobel
Peace Laureates including the Dalai Lama, Aung San Suu Kyi, Jose Ramos-Horta, Shirin Ebadi, Desmond Tutu and
Jody Williams. 34 Korean high school youth in the program are regularly studying the lives and work of Gwangju
Prize for Human Rights Laureates and the Nobel Peace Laureates. By discovering the skills and attitudes that the
Laureates have used in addressing difficult situations, it is hoped that these young people will be inspired to apply
these helpful insights to their own lives and communities. The May 18 PeaceJam Ambassadors also met with and
heard from the 2012 Gwangju Prize for Human Rights Laureate Fr. Mun Jeong-Hyeon and Brett Engle from PeaceJam
Foundation (USA). They have also learnt about the dramatic history of their hometown through learning about the
1980 Gwangju uprising and visiting historic places connected with the uprising.

May 18 PeaceJam Ambassadors Training with Fr. Mun, Brett Engle
(PeaceJam Foundation, Colorado, USA) and Prashant Varma (Deer Park
Institute, India)

Fr. Mun, giving an acceptance
speech to the audience.

4. The May 18 Academy 2012

The May 18 Academy 2 (ex- Gwangju Human Rights Folk School)

The May 18 Academy 2012 will be held
from 30 July to 15 August in Gwangju and
Seoul, Korea.
The May 18 Academy is an education
and training program for domestic and
international civil society activists working
in the area of human rights, democracy and
peace. The May 18 Academy provides
special lectures based on the May spirit and
is a valuable opportunity to share
experiences among activists in solidarity.
Academy 1 is a course for Korean civil
society activists which consists of a
domestic program and an Asian civil society
field trip. The program began in 2004 and as
of 2011, 164 activists have participated in

this program.
Academy 2 is for international civil society activists from Asian Countries consists of programs to promote better
understanding of Korean modern history and of commemoration events for democracy, human rights and peace
movements. It is a three-week course with three categories of participants: Senior, Middle Manager and Junior. The
program began in 2004 and as of 2011, 169 activists from 26 countries have participated in the program.

Academy 3 consists of a course for Korean democratization movement commemorative organizations consisting
of special lectures on state violence, democratization movements and an Asian Commemorative Organizations field
trip. The May 18 Academy 1 and 3 will be held from 8-11 August (domestic program) and 20-26 August (Asian civil
society field trip).
The Foundation calls for participants to apply for May 18 Academy 2012 until the deadline for applications on 29
June. For more information, please refer to the May 18 Memorial Foundation website, www.518.org/eng

1. May 18 Teacher's Training, "Story of May with a Teacher"

Discussing with school teachers
– May 18 teachers Training

An overnight May 18 Teacher's Training was held from 28 to 29 April in GSTEC (Gwangju Science and
Technology Exchange Center). The training consisted of special lecture about May, trauma and rehabilitation,
exchanging good examples of May 18 classes held in each school and field trips to the May 18 historical sites.
Participants had a meaningful time sharing their experiences in the class and adopting good teaching methods on
democracy and civil education.

2. May 18 Youth Culture Festival, Red Festa
May 18 Youth Culture Festival, Red Festa was held from 26 to 27 May in downtown Gwangju. It is a youth
festival that presents the May 18 spirit anew by re-interpreting democracy, human rights and peace from the youth's
perspective and conveying the interpretations through exhibitions, activities and a variety of cultural performances.
Approximately 10,000 youths in Korea nationwide participated in the festival. 1,500 students paraded starting from
Chonnam Univeristy, the initial place where the student protest occurred in May, 1980 through the city to the street
downtown (Guemnamno). In the street a variety of student campaigns reproducing the ones in May, 1980 including
plays, games, hands-on activities and exhibitions took place.

Red Festa – flea market

Red Festa – Making and sharing jumokbab (rice- ball) with
citizen

3. May 18 Youth Theater Play Competition
Gwangju of May 1980 was a place of sharing, co-existing and independence itself. The May 18 Youth Theater
Play Competition aims to learn with youths together by invoking the heart which enabled people to go hand in hand
and protect their community safety and to connect with each other by the blood and sweat they shed in 1980. The
competition, being held for 2 nights and 3 days, starts from 24 August in the 5·18 Culture Center.
This year's themes are "Your story and my thoughts" and "All stories bearing the meaning and the spirit of the May
18 Uprising". Theater art students will have an
opportunity to give theater performances as well as
providing a space to promote relationships between
the students. Not only are organized workshops on
acting and performance carried out but also a youth
participants-oriented festival is held during the
competition.
Six teams who pass the preliminary are granted
participation support by the foundation and they all
will be awarded during the competition.

4. May 18 Scholarship
The Foundation awards scholarship to students from low-income families, multi-racial families and to students who
are disabled and/or neglected in order to repay support from Koreans who gave their strength to struggle for truth and
reconciliation of the May 18 Uprising.
Four students will be selected and will receive financial support from the foundation. Students whose family's
financial state is not sufficient will get extra support. The scholarship will be granted to the students on 30 August, the
19th anniversary of the Foundation.

5. Publication of May Literature Series
The Foundation plans to publish the May Literature Series containing poems, novels, criticism, drama, scenarios,
plays, etc. A poem and a novel series are expected to be published in 2012 and criticism, drama and scenarios will
follow next year. The publication party for the poem and novel series will be held on 30 August.

1. May 18 Archive Collection
The Foundation collects oral history from the people who participated in the
May 18 Uprising with the aim of overcoming the limits of written history. In
2012, the Foundation collected records on the May movements in the Catholic
Church which will be helpful to investigate the activities led by the Church.
From March to May the Foundation collected oral history about revealing the
truth and the struggle against the military regime led by 11 people including
Catholic priests. The Foundation also plans to collect testimonies of the
uprising focusing on the uprising-related sites such as Chonnam University
and Chosun University before and after 18 May and Gye-rim police box on 19
May where initial shooting aimed at civilians occurred. In order to launch
the collecting of oral testimonies, the Foundation established a research team
and will let them collect testimonies until November, 2012.

2. May Archives Open
The May Archives Opening
Ceremony was held on 12 May at the
5․18 Culture Center. May Archives
Open was run from 11 to 25 May and
approximately 1,500 citizens visited
during the event.
Among 69 May 18 archives, there
was a documentation from the White
House, USA describing a meeting in
which the Department of State, the
Joint Chiefs of Staff from the U. S
Department of Defence, the Admiral of
Central
Intelligence
Agency
participated in 22 May, 1980. It was
one of the documentations classified as
confidential in the name
of
Visitors watching U.S. documents about May 1980.
"CHEROKEE" in the White House
Situation Room after the assassination
of Park Jung Hee. One quote is " …the first priority is the restoration of order in Kwangju by the Korean authorities
with the minimum use of force necessary without laying the seeds for wide disorders later…" which proves a direct
involvement from the USA related to the massacre in Gwangju.
During the event the Foundation’s official website ran an on-line archive exhibition which helped in understanding
of the political intrigue by the military government and the media while hands-on participatory events took place
where people could experience producing oral history on "My May".
Many visitors asked for the development of the May 18 Archive center in order to contribute to spreading the May
spirit amid current situation where constant efforts to distort the historical justice are observed.

3. Unsolved tasks and research
The Truth and Research team translated telegrams exchanged between Embassy of the United States of America
and U.S. Department of State in 1980 into Korean. It will be utilized as research material to investigate the link
between the U. S. and the May 18 uprising.

Aside from telegrams, the Truth and Research team will also
launch a translation of the May 18 - related documentations from
the U. S. Department of Defence and CIA while calling for the
revealing of other documentations which are not open yet or partly
censored.

A telegram sent to Embassy of the United States of America from
U.S. Department of State

Appendix: Letters from the May 18 Interns
Four May 18 Interns in overseas have sent their activity reports to the Foundation to share their
experience with all of them. Thank you guys for sharing with us!

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

R

ainbow Project at SETIK
- Gather a variety of colors that may be more beautiful like a rainbow. –
Incheol Yeo from SETIK, Sri Lanka

S.E.T.I.K (Socio-Economic Training Institute in Kandy) was founded to solve the Kandy (in Sri Lanka) area
community's human & material development and human rights problems. There are various units as well as
activities on human rights, tea plantation, migrants, human development, youth, health and so on. Among them
are the Children’s Unit, where I met with Sri Lanka's angelic children every Saturday. In this paper, I will
introduce the Rainbow Project that is the chief activity of Children’s Unit.
Have you ever imagined about diverse peoples who live
in one country that have different races and cultures?
Korean is a single race and living with the same culture.
Because of this reason, it may be difficult for Koreans to
imagine. Maybe you can think like me, 'If the language is
difficult to communicate because of different cultures and
having different ways of life, how can we call it a country?
And how can they solve conflicts that may be caused by
differences? Are they fine?'
Fortunately, various NGO in Sri Lanka are commited to
racial and interfaith harmony and cross-cultural harmony
and understanding. Of course SETIK is commited also.

Sri Lanka is called the ‘Tears of India’ and the ‘Pearl of the Orient’. The country consists of Singhalese and
Tamil who are each using their own language. Because of this, the language system is completely different. So,
to communicate is very difficult to them. Because Sri Lanka
was formerly under the influence of British colonial rule,
there are many English-speaking people. For this reason, the
communication problem is not too serious. However, those
who can use only one language have a serious
communication problem. In addition, Sri Lanka has four
major religions (Buddhist, Catholic, Hindu & Muslim). So,
aspects of their culture show big differences. Because of
this, many conflicts happen and are very difficult to solve.
For example, if a dispute happens between a Singhalese and
a Tamil, they each argue according to their own religion's

law and teaching. Because their teaching and law are different the dispute is not resolved easily.
In addition, they have serious separation and mutual rejection because of their deep different faiths. This
phenomenon is continued by parents who want to send their children to their own religion’s school. For this
reason, understanding and convergence with other religions and races is not easy.

To overcome this problem, the Rainbow Project was started. Fusing with each other by understanding and
respecting diversity and unity is the goal of this project. This project is more focused on children. The growth of
knowledge of unity and the experience in childhood is very important and children are more efficient because of
their purity. Every Saturday, children meet each other to learn how to understand different races and different
religions. They learn the language of other races and other religions and cultures. Eating together and spend time
playing together too for part of the activities. I also learn their languages and cultures together with the
children. Although I have incorrect pronunciation and bad grammar, I can speak the same language with the
children which is very enjoyable. Sometimes they go on a picnic together in the other religions’ temple to learn
about religious diversity. (This picture is of the Rainbow Project: Kids including Buddhist and other religions’
kids are praying at a Buddhist temple). Because the way
different religions pray, kids seem awkward, but everyone
looks so serious. It looks beautiful.

NGO activities in Sri Lanka require some effort to learn as
there were many areas that are needed to learn about. Like the
Rainbow Project, Korea is also now changing to a multicultural
society. Many foreigners are visiting, getting married and
multicultural children are being born. Due to this
background,many conflicts will be occuring in the future due to
the growing cultural diversity. In order to resolve these
conflicts how about seeing these things through the innocence of a child? Sri Lanka has various religions and
different races but together they are more beautiful. Like a rainbow.

A

ctions in Bantayog
Gi-bum Kim from Bantayog Memorial Center, Philippines

1. Introduction to the Bantayog Memorial Center
Bantayog Memorial Center was established by
Presidential Proclamation No. 132 dated July 25, 1987. It
was built as a place where anti-martial law martyrs and
heroes are honored and as a hub for present-day human
rights activists. There are monuments and facilities such as
the Inang Bayan Monument, the Wall of Remembrance,
Bantayog Museum, the Hall of Remembrance, Bantayog
Library and Bahay Bayani.
2. What I did in Bantayog
First, I worked in Bantayog Memorial Museum. This
year Bantayog Memorial Museum will change its
exhibition hall, frame and wall. So on March 14, we went
to ‘World Bex’ to meet experts on exhibition, rearrangement and grouping exhibits. Till now, almost 100
posters have re-grouped, had the dust removed and
undergone protective work. I do typing of all the
information (title, author, content, date, classification, size,
place etc.) of the files which are written by hand in the
museum and help the work to make the new museum place.
Second, I have participated in other events. In the Philippines, March is ‘the month of women’. So there
are many events held. On March 9, at 4pm I got a chance to see a play about Melchora Aquino’s life story. In
Bantayog Memorial Center I saw the play along with high school students. Melchora Aquino de Ramos
(January 6, 1812 – March 2, 1919) was a Filipina revolutionary who became known as "Tandang Sora" in the
history of the Philippines because of her age when the Philippine Revolution broke out in 1896 (she was
already 84 at the time). She gained the titles ‘Grand Woman of the Revolution’ and the ‘Mother of
Balintawak’ for her heroic contributions to Philippine history. On March 12, The Quezon city government
held an aerobics competition in city hall. On March 17, the celebration of women’s month was held in
Bantayog Park.
On April 28, I participated in an event for finding Jonas Burgos who disappearred 5 years ago during the
movement for correcting Philippine’s problems. This event was held by the Desaparecidos Families of the
Disappeared for Justice and they want the truth about what happen to him.
On May 11, reproductive health advocates gathered to celebrate Mother’s Day at the Bantayog Park.
Mother’s Day is a celebration honoring mothers and celebrating motherhood, maternal bonds and the
influence of mothers in society. The program is a tribute to the thousands of women who are cut down in the
prime of their life by complications arising from pregnancy and childbirth.
On May 25, ICRMP, Coastal and Marine Management Office, Protected Area and Wildlife Bureau and

DENR held the opening of the ‘Month of the Ocean 2012’ at Ninoy Aquino Parks and Wildlife Center. It
included a mural exhibit and a concert in celebration of the Ocean Month. Mural is painted on the 1075
meters fence of the Ninoy Aquino Parks and Wildlife Center (NAPWC) highlighting the different marine
species in the Philippines. Ocean Jam is a 3-hour outdoor music festival that aims to highlight marine
wildlife conservation in the Philippines. On 28 May, the Ambassador from the European Union Member
States and Head of the EU Delegation in the Philippines, Mr. Guy Ledoux, met with the Philippine NGO Task
Force Detainees of the Philippines (TFPD) at Bantayog Memorial Hall. The visit is not only to receive an
implementation update of a project funded by the EU but to also discuss the situation of human rights in the
Philippines, especially with regard to the upcoming 2nd Universal Periodic Review (UPR) of the country, to
take place on 29 May 2012 at the United Nations Human Rights Council in Geneva.

B

uilding Peace in Hiroshima
Myeongsuk Jeon, Hiroshima Peace Culture Foundation, Japan

I was volunteering at the May 18
Memorial Foundation over the past year, and
then I was sent to Hiroshima Peace Culture
Foundation after an interview. I am taking an
internship belonging to the HPCF’s
International Department from March 12th.
First of all, Hiroshima Peace Culture
Foundation was founded after the suffering
caused by the atomic bombing. It was
established by the 'Hiroshima Peace
Memorial City Construction Law' and it was
located in Peace Memorial Park.
In
addition, there are the ‘Atomic Dome’, the
Memorial Monument for A-bomb Victims
and the Peace Memorial Museum in the park. This site is visited by hundreds of tourists each day. Hiroshima
Peace Culture Foundation has been holding many events on the theme of peace in an attempt to remember the
horror of nuclear weapons. The main event is 'Mayors for Peace'. It started in 1982 and mayors of all over the
world show their willingness to take an anti-nuclear weapon stand together every 4 years. The International
Department takes command of 'Mayors for peace', and I work on it. Gwangju, Hapcheon and Daegu are
members of 'Mayors for peace' in Korea. Hiroshima Peace Culture Foundation is soliciting member cities in
Korea. Therefore, I submitted a report on 'Revitalization for Mayors for Peace in Korea' considering topics such
as relationship with Japan, nuclear weapons of North Korea, research data and support.
However, it was so difficult for me because I till now I have had little interest in nuclear weapons so that I
read about nuclear matters and comprehended it for the first time. Looking back, I have not been considering
about nuclear weapon nevertheless it is such an important issue on the Korean peninsula. I had not a particle of
sense, but now I can make a difference in the way forward about North Korea’s nuclear weapons.
The American Congress continues to make plans to relocate nuclear weapons in Korea, after North Korea
launched a missile in April. They said it is aid to deal with the threat of North Korean nuclear weapons.
Considering the process, I think we can't escape threat of nuclear weapons. I have a opinion that the real nuclear
weapons which are threatening the Korean Peninsula are resulting from the interests of superpower countries
surrounding South and North Korea.
I have been doing home-stays in Japan, so I have been able to acclimatize in Japan quickly. I stay healthy
due to my host mother's care and homemade food. Futhermore, my Japanese has become better than it was at
first because I can use Japanese after working. And then, I hear a lot about the Korean Wave in Japan. In
Korea, I read an article on the Korean Wave, but it is different feeling in Japan. It is very difficult to describe
'Great!' Everyone watches Korean Drama, listens to Korean Music and eats Korean Food. I'm proud that
our culture is having such an influence. These days, moreover, they are growing more and more interested in
Korean, so you can find 'Korean class' easily.

I don't have any problem in living Japan, but I am sometimes even very unhappy because we have sad story
historically with Japan. Japanese young people don't know about the Japanese Ruling Era. There are a few
who say that the Ruling Era is okay, but the opponents are few, too. This history isn't taught well in school and
they don't have any interest in it, so most of us have very limited knowledge of the history. However, there are
Japanese who raise their voice that Japan should apologize to Korea. For example some Japanese try to
resolve the 'Comfort Women' 's problem and who have made an 'attorney organization' to file a lawsuit against
the Japanese government. I met a person who has a wide knowledge about Korea, and he said that ‘we, Japan,
should apologize to Korea.’ As I meet a lot of different people, I get better in overcoming my own prejudice
against Japan, but I have an opinion that the history problem has to be resolved for the future of Korea and
Japan.
One of my motivations is that I would like to see the wide world. I judged this that experience would give
me various things and it has helped to broaden my vision. Sometimes I get stressed because I have to make
decisions and judge by myself. In the process, I realized aspects of myself which I didn't know before this time.
I hope this experience will be a precious experience for me and will help construct my future. I think this
internship program will be my motivation.

H

ello from Timor-Leste!
Se-Hyuk Moon, Quality School International, Timor-Leste

Hello, I'm Se-Hyuk, I'm working with PeaceJam in Timor-Leste.
PeaceJam Foundation is an organization that raises global peace youth leaders for world peace by making an
educational curriculum and sharing it. The May 18 Memorial Foundation has started PeaceJam for Korean high
school students in Gwangju.
Now I'm attending 3 PeaceJam groups in Timor-Leste. The first, QSI of Dili, is Dili’s International School's
PeaceJam group. It is doing PeaceJam twice a week as an after-school activity. I'm doing PeaceJam with them.
There are skilled teachers there so I can learn a lot of things.
The second is at the Bafuturu organization, a local NGO. There is a PeaceJam class for Timorese, every
Friday afternoon. It's for local people, so they speak in Tetum (Timor-Leste’s native language). I don't
understand but one of the Bafuturu staff members interprets into English for me. So I'm participating well.
The third is at the Rotaract Club. This is one of the clubs at Timor-Leste’s National University, in the
English Teaching Department. Every Saturday morning they gather in their University’s grounds to share
information about jobs, lectures and campaigns. There is no leader to support PeaceJam in this club so I have
been helping them. They can do PeaceJam but I'm not skilled enough yet in guiding PeaceJam so I am helped by
the teachers at QSI (Dili International School) to make a suitable curriculum for them
Like this, I have been doing PeaceJam in Timor-Leste
In addition, Timor-Leste is a newly independent country of the 21st Century. So I can see a lot of things that
are taking place in the process of building the country.
It's a very useful and precious experience for me. Thanks to everyone for giving me this chance.

Santa Cruz Cemetery Massacre Site

Rotaract PeaceJam – Timor Leste

